The present paper considers further development of factor model analysis intended for monitoring of factors responsible for behavior of technical and other systems. It is presented a new technique of goodness-of-fit measure estimation for the case of unrestricted factor models employing arbitrarily distributed observed data, which is based on the capabilities of self-organizing feature maps (Kohonen networks) and the Monte Carlo method. Obtained results make it possible to avoid undesirable restrictions on observation data inherent in the traditional factor model identification procedure as well as restrictions on model structure used in the previous studies. Following this technique, each observed variance and covariance is associated with an equation that expresses analytically their expected value via free model parameters and equates it with the corresponding sample estimation. The overdetermined set of linear or non-linear equations is usually obtained and, then, solved with the aid of a numerical optimization procedure. Calculation of goodness-of-fit measure is based on comparison of the pseudosolution residual vector and generated random samples of residual vectors corresponding to the solutions being within the pseudosolution neighborhood. Simulated random samples of residual vectors are used to train self-organizing feature maps of proper dimension and, as a result, to obtain samples of Euclidean distances between residual vectors used as input cases and the centers (weight vectors) of "winning" units. That yields the opportunity to calculate the probability of exceeding the distance between the pseudosolution residual vector and its corresponding "winning" unit center and use it as a goodness-of-fit measure. A new measure for obtained pseudosolution precision as well as the 258
Introduction
Available parameters measured for condition monitoring do not usually represent characteristics of a system under study in the mode that is suitable directly for understanding system status and formulating reliable conclusions sufficient for proper diagnostics. For multivariate measurements, which condition monitoring usually deals with, it is important to reveal some latent factors responsible for joint variability of observed measurable parameters, determine their nature and scope of influences, and use the obtained information to identify system condition.
Therefore, it is desirable to replace the parameters those are easy to measure by the parameters those are easy to interpret and understand the system behavior, with minimal information losses being expected during this data mining. Functional relationships between revealed factors and observed parameters are also to be determined for further analysis. As a result of this study, a researcher should get the structure of causal connections between revealed factors and observed variables as well as immediate factor values to differentiate system status, if necessary.
To meet all the indicated requirements, empirical mathematical models and corresponding methods of multivariate statistical analysis were developed. The most appropriate in the discussed situation are structural equation factor models including exploratory and confirmatory ones as well as methods of their analysis. These approaches are based on the analysis of sample covariance or correlation matrices of the observed parameters under study. The exploratory analysis assumes unknown number of uncorrelated factors with a priori undetermined interpretation, whereas the confirmatory one assumes the factors, their interpretation, causal connections with observed variables and correlation connections between latent factors to be known beforehand. Confirmatory models also admit a convenient technique for estimating statistical significance of each their component. Structural equation models usually specify not only correlation associations between factors but also factor causal dependencies. Thus, structural equation modeling usually includes confirmatory factor analysis of the measurement model part.
Since substantial hypotheses concerning the reasons of possible influences on the observed variables are usually available in practice, the latter approach is preferable.
However, the traditional structural equation modeling has its own intrinsic defects: − It needs solution of the laborious local multivariate optimization problem to estimate the values of free model parameters that results in impossibility of the global minimum estimation and ambiguous solution − Multivariate normality of observed variables is necessary to get convenient goodness-of-fit criterion for model identification − Optimization criterion in use is too exigent in case of relatively large samples of observation data.
To overcome aforesaid problems, new approaches were developed. Their features and advantages were originally presented in papers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Presented here is further development of this approach in application to the goodness-of-fit factor model analysis, which is based on the capabilities of self-organizing feature maps and the Monte Carlo method. Obtained results make it possible to avoid undesirable restrictions on observation data inherent in the traditional factor model identification procedure as well as restrictions on model structure used in the previous studies.
Structural Equation Modeling
Strictly determined factor model of the phenomenon under study is assumed in the traditional structural equation modeling. A factor model that connects both latent and observed variables is formed using knowledge about the application domain. The hypotheses concerning the model structure have to be based on the analysis of the investigated factors nature. It is admissible to formulate quantitative assumptions concerning correlations between latent variables as well as factor loadings. Free model parameters are calculated to get the best approximation of correlation or covariance matrices for observed variables from the viewpoint of a given criterion.
Objects of the traditional factor analysis are correlation or covariance matrices for observed variables. Purpose of the analysis is to find model parameters that explain variability of observations with acceptable errors.
In using the maximum likelihood method the following function is to be minimized as a criterion for selection of free parameters: 3 Estimating goodness-of-fit measures with the aid of selforganizing feature maps
To estimate the values of free model parameters in case of the above-stated minimization criterion it is necessary to solve numerically a laborious local multivariate optimization problem by the acceptable iteration methods. In general case, this way results in impossibility of the global minimum estimation, since one of the possible local minima depending on its initial approximation is usually found. Consequently, the solution is ambiguous.
Suggested alternative variant of the confirmatory factor analysis [3] [4] allows to find the values of free model parameters by a direct (noniterative) method ensuring an unambiguous optimal solution.
In the alternative variant of the confirmatory factor analysis one has to: − Compose an overdetermined set of the equations each of which expresses observed variances and covariances via free factor variances and covariances with the aid of a factor model − Solve them by a direct (noniterative) method using a certain form of the maximum likelihood approach, which is different from the one used in the confirmatory factor analysis [3] − Examine for the adequacy of the obtained equation sets to observations with the aid of statistical goodness-of-fit tests.
To avoid solving non-linear equation sets as respects to free correlation coefficients and factor loadings the variance components model [9] in which path coefficients (factor loadings) equal to unity is in use. Hereinafter, each observed variance and covariance is associated with an equation that expresses analytically their expected value via free variances and covariances of latent variables and equates it with the corresponding sample estimation. The set of the equations is obtained, in which number of the equations equals to the number of observed variances and covariances. If this number of equations exceeds the number of free model parameters, the overdetermined set of equations is the case. It is last situation that is necessary for the further decision. The method under consideration needs also multivariate normality of observed variables. Provided that the variance components path model is used, the obtained overdetermined set of equations can be represented in matrix notation:
Ax=b, where A -system nxm matrix, which coefficients are determined using the As in the traditional confirmatory factor analysis, the considered method also allows making conclusions on statistical significance of different model components under study using goodness-of-fit tests. Correct usage of the maximum likelihood method criteria mentioned above for both the traditional and alternative confirmatory factor analysis to identify the values of free model parameters and estimate the model goodness-of-fit measure needs testing multivariate normality of distributions of either observed variables or residual vector components. This procedure is laborious and frequently impossible because of deficiency in observed data 2 .
To overcome this problem a new technique that combines the capabilities of selforganizing feature maps (SOFM) [2] , or Kohonen networks, and the Monte Carlo method was proposed [4] [5] for the variance components factor models. Its framework is presented in Figure 1 . 3 self-organizing feature maps of proper dimension and, as a result, to obtain samples of Euclidean distances between residual vectors r used as input cases and the centers (weight vectors) of SOFM "winning" units. Taking into account the structure of the Euclidian distance and high dimension of residual vectors, which is typical for practical applications, these samples of distances are to be about normally distributed. Estimation of their means and variances identified the given distributions and yielded the opportunity to calculate the probability of exceeding the distance between the pseudosolution residual vector  and its corresponding "winning" unit center. This probability is considered as a factor model goodnessof-fit measure.
To get information about possible deviations of identified parameters from their estimations obtained with the aid of a given factor model, series of samples with given changing averaged percentages 4 of random components going beyond the given confidence intervals were generated for SOFM training. Comparison of above-stated distance distributions for different percentages makes it possible to reveal the maximum likelihood component-wise structure of significant deviations for the pseudosolution components.
In the presented procedure SOFM ensures clustering residual vectors which connect point Ax and points Axr, with centers of radial basis function units representing obtained cluster centers. Dimensions of the corresponding topological map are extended up to the limits when neither maximum unit win frequency diminishes nor number of winning units increases for the generated xr sample. In this case distances between a residual vectors r and their winning cluster centers do not represent geometric loci of points Axr from the SOFM point of view. Therefore, they can be considered to be under the SOFM threshold of sensitivity and, so, should represent permissible non-significant variations ("noise") of residual distances from the nearest cluster center, which are not conditioned by geometric causes.
Geometric illustration clarifying the above-stated procedure is given in Figure 2 5 .
The technique used for sample generation of residual vectors r=Ax-Axr is shown in Figure 3 . According to this approach identified model variances and covariances which compose the pseudosolution were then repeatedly converted to sets of simulated sample estimates of corresponding variances and correlations. Generation of the given test samples makes it possible to consider the presented technique as a form of the Monte Carlo method. 5 According to the singular decomposition theorem for linear transform of some vector space to the vector space of greater dimension, in general case, image of n-dimensional parallelepiped in the space of some greater dimension is a transformed n-dimensional parallelepiped. Sample estimates of variances are calculated using the following formula derived from the expression for distribution of sample variance of normally distributed random variable 6 :
where VS is variance sample estimate, N is sample size specified for generation, V is an identified variance ingressed in the pseudosolution,
χ is a random 6 Thus, sample estimates of corresponding pseudosolution components are considered as normally distributed ones. This assumption does not yield any restrictions on observation data. Some principal advantages of the suggested alternative variant of the confirmatory factor analysis were caused by linearity of its problem formulation resulted from use of the variance components models. However, many application problems of interest cannot be solved within the framework of such standard.
Presented in this paper is further development of the above-stated factor approach, in which arbitrary structural equation models without reciprocal variable causations creating "feedback-loops" are acceptable 8 . Extension of the model set results in loss of obtained equation set linearity and, therefore, in loss of possibility for identifying free model parameters by a simple direct procedure. To get this pseudosolution, any available numerical non-linear multivariate local optimization procedure with a minimization criterion represented by the residual Euclidean norm can be used. Gradient techniques are acceptable for this purpose. In particular, the authors employed a procedure called the Generalized Reduced Gradient. To examine for the adequacy of the calculated pseudosolution to observations further development of the above-stated technique based on both the SOFM capabilities and the Monte Carlo method is suggested here. Its framework is shown in Figure 4 . As before, calculation of goodness-of-fit measure is based on comparison of the pseudosolution residual vector =F(x)-b and random samples of residual vectors r= F(x)-F(xr), where xr is a generated random test vector belonging to a given neighborhood of the pseudosolution x. Any arbitrary distribution may be assigned to vectors xr, nevertheless for practical purposes it is convenient to produce them normally distributed, with the standard deviation being varied. If necessary, given averaged percentage of random vector components are placed beyond the given neighborhood intervals. Random samples of residual vectors r are used to train SOFM of proper dimension and, as a result, to obtain samples of Euclidean distances between residual vectors r used as network input cases and the centers of SOFM "winning" units. These samples
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269 are close to normally distributed ones owing to the afore-cited reasons. Estimation of their means and variances identifies the given distributions and yields the opportunity to calculate the probability of exceeding the distance between the pseudosolution residual vector  and its corresponding "winning" unit center. This probability is considered as a factor model goodness-of-fit measure.
To get information about possible deviations of identified parameters from their estimations obtained with the aid of a given factor model, series of samples with both given different standard deviations of random components and their changing averaged percentages of going beyond the given neighborhood intervals are generated for SOFM training. For ease of analysis standard deviation of each test vector component is assumed to be equal to a certain constant percentage of the corresponding component mean value. Comparison of the above-stated SOFM distance distributions for different standard deviations and percentages makes it possible to reveal the maximum likelihood combination of the obtained pseudosolution precision presented by the estimated standard deviation and the component-wise structure of significant deviations for the pseudosolution components. Geometric illustration clarifying the above-stated procedure, which is non-linear in general case, is given in Figure 5 .
The suggested approach allows making conclusions on statistical significance of differences between two most probable factor model patterns under study using certain probability tests. Specific parameters of these model patterns can be identified by the foregoing technique. To compare patterns one should consider their maximum likelihood ratios r=/m, where  is the most probable standard deviation for generated normally distributed values of free model parameters and m -corresponding distribution mean value. Since standard deviations of these generated values are assumed here to be equal to a certain constant percentage of relevant mean values, these ratios are kept constant for all model pattern parameters, but can differ for various patterns which allow, in general case, diverse averaged percentages going beyond the given parameter neighborhood intervals.
Let the ratios of compared patterns equal to r1=1/m1 and r2=2/m2, correspondingly, and r1≤r2. Comparison image of admitted region in the neighborhood of pseudosolution x dard deviation *=r1= r2m2 when the mean value m1 equals to 1. In this case probability of the obtained deviation of reduced mean m2=r1/r2 is estimated, viz.:
probability P(m2≤X≤1)=Φ(1)-Φ(m2) of being within the limits [m2;m1=1] is calculated for random quantity X, where Φ is the normal distribution function with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of *. If this probability is greater than the given significance level that is usually equal to 0.05, the pattern difference is recognized as significant, otherwise it is considered as negligible.
The goodness-of-fit measures under consideration give the opportunity to determine the sample sizes required for testing hypotheses of equality of the distance between the pseudosolution residual vector  and its corresponding SOFM "winning" unit center to the certain value with both the given significance level and given test power. A formula of interest is derived from the comparison of corresponding acceptance region limits [1] : 
Illustrative example
To illustrate the presented approach to estimation of goodness-of-fit measures, results of its application for studying psychometric intelligence are shown here. Under consideration were two intelligence factor models [10] presented in Figures 6  and 7 . 
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Expected covariance matrices for these models are given in Tables 1 and 2 . Each of the shown analytical matrix elements after equating it to a corresponding covariance or variance sample estimate for relevant observed parameters selected from the set {S1, S2, …, S11} yields a non-linear equation for n-dimensional nonlinear operator F(x) applied to m-dimensional vector of unknown free model parameters g1, g2, …, g11, k1, k2, s1, s2, …, s11, e1, e2, …, e11, where n=66, m=26 for the first model but m=35 for the second one (see Section 3). Since m2=0.5 and *=0.05, probability P(m2≤X≤1)=Φ(1)-Φ(0.5) of the obtained mean deviation equals 0.5. Therefore, it may be concluded that the hierarchical model meets observation data significantly better that the nested model at the significance level 0.05.
Main results and conclusions
Further development of the new approach to goodness-of-fit factor model analysis, which is based on the capabilities of self-organizing feature maps and the Monte Carlo method, was proposed to avoid undesirable restrictions on both factor models and observation data. Advantages of this technique are: 
